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It is proved that any one-dimensional, first order Hamiltonian differential 
operator can be put into constant coefficient form by a suitable change of variables. 
Consequently, there exist canonical variables for any such Hamiltonian operator. In 
the course of the proof, a complete characterization of all first order Hamiltonian 
differential operators, as well as the general formula for the behavior of a 
Hamiltonian operator under a change of variables involving both the independent 
and the dependent variables are found. 0 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years there has been a great surge of interest in Hamiltonian 
systems of partial differential equations; see the papers in [lo] for a 
representative sample of current research in this area. Although they are 
the natural infinite dimensional counterparts of the finite dimensional 
Hamiltonian systems of classical mechanics, the correct formulation of a 
Hamiltonian system of evolution equations has only been arrived at in the 
last decade. (See [ 15; Chap. 73 for a historical survey, as well as an 
introduction to the general theory.) Part of the difficulty in making the 
jump to infinite dimensions has been the excessive reliance on canonical 
coordinates, which, for finite dimensional Hamiltonian systems, are always 
guaranteed to exist by Darboux’ Theorem, (cf. [18]). For evolution 
equations the Hamiltonian operators are usually differential operators, and 
it is a significant open problem as to whether some version of Darboux’ 
Theorem allowing one to change to canonical variables is valid in this 
context. In this paper and the companion paper [ 161, we prove that in one 
special case-first order Hamiltonian differential operators for a single 
evolution equation-Darboux’ Theorem is valid, and it is always possible 
to choose canonical coordinates. 

Actually, there is an infinite-dimensional version of Darboux’ Theorem 
due to Weinstein [19], but it does not appear to be applicable to the 
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Hamiltonian differential operators of interest. Weinstein requires some 
form of Banach manifold structure to effect his proof, but for differential 
operators which depend on the dependent variables it is not at all obvious 
how to impose such a structure. Even if one could mimic Weinstein’s proof, 
the resulting changes of variable would be horribly nonlocal, and therefore 
be of limited use. Nevertheless, we can try to follow the broad outlines of 
Weinstein’s proof, which consists of two distinct stages. First, the 
Hamiltonian operator is reduced to a constant coefficient differential 
operator-this is the harder part and is the one explicitly addressed in this 
paper. Second, it is shown how any constant coefficient Hamiltonian 
operator is equivalent to one in canonical form. This latter step turns out 
to be closely related to Dirac’s theory of constraints for field theories [ 1, 
111, and is dealt with in the companion paper [16]. 

A fundamental question is what type of changes of variable are allowed 
in the proof of Darboux’ Theorem for differential operators? If x denotes 
the independent variables and u the dependent variables in the system of 
evolution equations, then it is not sufficient to just consider local changes in 
the dependent variable, w = Q[u], where Q depends on x, u, and, possibly, 
derivatives of U; this will be shown in a particular example treated in the 
Appendix to the paper. However, if one also allows similar changes in the 
independent variables, so w = Q[u], and y = P[u], which are called dif- 
ferentiul substitutions by Ibragimov [6], then one can prove a version of 
Darboux’ Theorem for first order operators. Thus, the class of changes of 
variable must be enlarged beyond what one might ordinary expect. 

The proof itself is constructive. First, we use a slight generalization of a 
result of Gel’fand and Dorfman [4] to completely characterize all first 
order Hamiltonian operators. Then, given such a differential operator the 
requisite differential substitution that changes it into the constant coef- 
ficient form D, is explicitly determined. This turns out to reduce to the 
Darboux Theorem for closed differential two-forms in R3! Although this 
constructive method of proof is line from a computational point of view, it 
certainly does not admit easy generalization to either higher order 
operators or matrix operators. Thus the general truth of Darboux’ 
Theorem for differential operators remains completely open, and of great 
significance. Time will tell whether it is true or false. (It should be noted 
that results of Dubrovin and Novikov [Z, 31 indicate that Darboux’ 
Theorem does not hold for matrix operators involving more than one 
independent variable. However, they do not consider the most general 
change of variables presented here, and it is not at all clear whether their 
result remains valid in this more general context.) 

Finally, there is the issue of why one needs to find canonical coordinates 
for Hamiltonian systems. Among all the reasons, three stand out. First, 
most quantization procedures require that the Hamiltonian system be in 
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canonical form before proceeding. (A significant exception is the theory of 
geometric quantization [20]. However, I am unaware of any attempts to 
apply this complicated theory to Hamiltonian systems of evolution 
equations.) Another reason is that Hamiltonian perturbation theories are 
much easier to develop in canonical coordinates (cf. [8, 141). Finally, the 
fundamental theorem of Magri on biHamiltonian systems [9] can be 
significantly strengthened if one of the Hamiltonian operators is in constant 
coefficient form (cf. [ 171). 

2. HAMILTONIAN OPERATORS 

In this paper, we will be exclusively deal with Hamiltonian evolution 
equations involving a single spatial variable x and a single dependent 
variable U, although the present treatment of Hamiltonian systems of 
evolution equations easily generalizes to systems in several independent 
variables. The basic equation takes the form 

u, = au1 = m, & u,, ~,,, . ..). (1) 

where the square brackets indicate that K is a differential function, meaning 
that it depends on x, U, and finitely many derivatives of u with respect to x; 
the solutions are then functions u = U(X, t) depending on x and the tem- 
poral variable t. The evolution equation is said to be Hamiltonian if it can 
be written in the form 

u, = 53 . E,(H), 

where LS is the Hamiltonian operator, #[u] =j H[u] dx is the 
Hamiltonian functional, and E, denotes the Euler operator or variational 
derivative with respect to U. The Hamiltonian operator 9 is a linear dif- 
ferential operator, which may depend on both x and u (but not t), and is 
required to be (formally) skew-adjoint relative to the L2-inner product 
(f,g>=ff.gd x as well as satisfy a nonlinear “Jacobi condition” that the 
corresponding Poisson bracket 

{g, 2 > = j E,(P). -Q&(Q) dx, P=/P[u]dx, S?=~Q[u]dx, 

satisfy the Jacobi identity. 
The complicated Jacobi conditions for 9 can be considerably simplified 

by the “functional multi-vector” methods of [ 15; Chap. 7 3, which we now 
briefly review. (See also, [4, 131 for similar techniques.) Coordinates on the 
infinite jet space J, are provided by the spatial variable X, the dependent 
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variable u, and its derivatives u,, uXX, . . . . uj= aju/iTxi, . . . A basis for the 
space of vertical one-forms to J, is provided by the differentials 
du, du,, du,,, ...) duj, ...; the dual basis for the space of vertical tangent vec- 
tors, or “uni-vectors,” is denoted by 8, 8,, 8,,, . . . . 0,, . . . (At this stage, the 
alternative notation a/au, for 0, would seem a bit more natural; however, 
this latter notation quickly becomes confusing, which is the reason for our 
choice of 0, for these objects.) A vertical multi-vector is a finite sum of 
terms, each of which is the product of a differential function times a wedge 
product of the basic uni-vectors; for example, 

6 = xu, 8 A 8, 

is a vertical bi-vector. The total derivative D, acts as a Lie derivative on 
these vertical multi-vectors, with D,(uj) = uj+ 1, and D,r(Oj) = t?,, 1. For the 
above example, 

(Since 8, A O,x = 0.) The space of functional multi-vectors is the cokernel of 
D,, so that two vertical multi-vectors determine the same functional multi- 
vector if and only if they differ by a total derivative. The functional multi- 
vector determined by 6 is denoted, suggestively, by an integral sign: 
0 = I$ dx. In particular j 6 dx = 0 if and only if & = D, p for some 
vertical multi-vector !@. This implies that we can integrate functional 
multi-vectors by parts: 

SBr\(D,P)dx=-I(D.~~)* !@dx. (2) 

The principal example of a functional bi-vector is that determined by a 
Hamiltonian differential operator 9, which is 

s,=J-e A qfqdx. 

For instance, if 9 = 2uD, + u, (which is Hamiltonian), then 

0, = J- e A (2uD,t’+ u,e) dx = j 2ue A 8, dx. 

Finally, define the formal prolonged vector field 

prv,,=9(8).~+D,9(B)~+D:P(e).~+ . . . . 
x xx 
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which acts on differential functions to produce uni-vectors; for example, if 
9 is as above, and P[u] = xuuXX, then 

pr v,,(P) = xu,9(8) + xuD$B(8) 

= xu,,(2ut3, + ug) + XUD; (2ufI, + u, e) 

= 2xu28 xxx + sxuu,e, + 6xz424,,~, + x(uu,, + u,u,,) 8. 

We further let pr vgO act on vertical multi-vectors by wedging the result of 
its action on the coefftcient differential functions with the product of the 8’s, 
so, for example, pr v&P. e A e,) = pr v,,(P) A 8 A 8,. Since pr vgo com- 
mutes with the total derivative, there is also a well-defined action of pr vgO 
on the space of functional multi-vectors, which essentially amounts to 
bringing it “under the integral sign.” 

THEOREM 1. Let 9 be a skew-adjoint differential operator with 
corresponding bi-vector 0, as above. Then 9 is a Hamiltonian operator if 
and only 

pr vse( 0,) = 0. (3) 

The proof that (3) is equivalent to the Jacobi identity for the Poisson 
bracket determined by 9 can be found in [ 15; Chap. 73. As a simple 
example, if 9 = 2uD, + u,, then (3) reads 

pr be pr v,,(~u) A e A 8, dx 

= s 
2(Be) A 8 A 8, dX 

= 2(ho,+U,o) A 8A o,dX=o, 
I 

which trivially vanishes. This proves that 2uD, + U, is a Hamiltonian 
differential operator. 

3. FIRST ORDER OPERATORS 

In [4] Gel’fand and Dorfman claim to give a complete characterization 
of all first order Hamiltonian operators, but they only allow the coefficient 
functions of their operators to depend on u and the derivatives of u. Here 
we generalize their result to include operators which depend explicitly on x 
also. 
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THEOREM 2. Let 9 be a first order Hamiltonian operator. Then 9 must 
be of the form 

9 = (E(A))-‘. D,. (E(A))-‘, (4) 

where A = A(x, u, u,) depends only on first order derivatives of u, and 
E(A) = A, - D,A,x is the usual Euler operator applied to A, with subscripts 
on A indicating partial derivatives. (The operator in (4) acts on a differential 
function by first dividing by E(A), then differentiating, and then again 
dividing by E(A).) 

Proof. By an elementary lemma, every scalar first order skew-adjoint 
differential operator is of the form 

9 = B[u] . D, . B[u] 

for some differential function B; the corresponding functional b&vector is 

Q,=1B2-9 I\ 8,dx. 

The tri-vector (3) whose vanishing proves the Jacobi identity is 

p’Yss(B~)=12B.~~,.D!(B2B,+B.D,B.8) A 8 A 8,dx, (5) 
J 

where uj = 0: (u), t?, = D!(e), and the sum is from i = 0 to n, the highest 
order derivative of u appearing in B. Once the total derivatives are 
expanded, (5) can be written as a sum of terms of the form 

y, = 1 Pk[u] .8, h 8 A 8, dx, 

for certain differential functions Pk, of which the highest order one is 

..=J-2B3.$en+, A 8 A 8,dX. 

The theorem rests on the following two results, the first of which provides a 
complete characterization of functional tri-vectors depending on one 
independent and one dependent variable, and is the key to any serious 
analysis of these objects. 

505/71/l-2 
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LEMMA 3. The tri-vectors 6, A 6, A 6,+ 1, 0 < i < j form a basis for the 
space of functional tri-vectors. In other words, every functional tri-vector can 
be written uniquely in the form 

Y= 
s 

C fgu] .ei A 6, A e,,, dx (6) 
icj 

for certain uniquely determined differential functions A,. In particular, Y = 0 
ifand only iSA,= for all i<j. 

Proof: The proof requires the methods from [ 15; Chap. 71, which we 
quote without proof. It is not difficult to use integration by parts to prove 
that every tri-vector depending on one independent and one dependent 
variable can be written in the form (6) for some finite set of coefficient 
functions A,; the only difficulty is with the uniqueness, and for this it suf- 
fices to prove that if Y = 0 then all the A, vanish. Suppose not, so for some 
natural number n, A, = 0 for all j > n, but A, # 0 for at least one i < n. By 
Lemma 5.61 and the remark on page 431 of [15], the tri-vector (6) 
vanishes if and only if its evaluation 

(Y;P,Q,R)=j c A,.det 
l<:jbll 

.D’,P D',Q D;R 

D;P Di,Q D;R 

Dj+‘P Di,+‘Q D;+‘R c I dx 

vanishes for an arbitrary triple of differential functions P, Q, R. Expanding 
the determinant and integrating by parts, we arrive at a functional of the 
form J L . R dx, where 

L=c {(-D#+‘A,(D;P.D;Q-D;P.D;Q) 

+(-D,)‘A,(D;+‘P.D;Q-D;P.D;+‘Q) 

+(-D,)‘A,(D;P.Di;+‘Q-D$+lP.DiQ)>. 

According to Corollary 5.52 of [15], the functional J L . R dx vanishes 
for all differential functions R if and only if L itself is zero, and this in 
turn must occur for all P and Q. Now the highest order derivative of Q 
appearing in L is D$‘+ l Q, and its coefficient is easily seen to be 

2(-l)“+‘xA,.DS,P, 
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which must necessary vanish for all P if L itself is to vanish for all differen- 
tial functions Q. But this is impossible unless all the coefficient functions 
A, vanish, which contradicts our initial assumption. This proves that 
all the A, in (6) vanish if Y is to vanish and completes the proof of 
uniqueness. 

We now apply this basic result towards the vanishing of the Jacobi 
tri-vector (5) for our differential operator 9. 

LEMMA 4. The functional @i-vector 

Y=j- i P,[u].Bk A 8 A 6,dx 
k=2 

vanishes if and only if 

P, = D.2, and Pk = 0 for k > 4. (7) 

Proof: In order to apply Lemma 3 to the summand 
yk = j Pk[u] ~8, A 19 A 8, dx, we need to use the integration by parts 
formula (2) (with @= tIk and 4 = Pk -8 A 8, in the initial application): 

Y k= - 
s 

{Pkv6k-l A 8 A 8,+D.yPk~8k-l A 8 A e,} dx 

=- {Pk.8,_,A8A8q+2Pk.8k~,A8,A8,,,+~~.}dX 
I 

= . . . . 

Continuing this process, the net result will be different depending on 
whether k is even or odd. If k = 21 is even, then we end up with 

where the omitted terms involve lower order basis tri-vectors, i.e., 
oiAojAej+,, for j< 1. On the other hand, if k = 21+ 1 is odd, the final 
version is 

‘Y,=(-l)‘-‘f{(l-l)P,.B,.,Ae,Ae,+’-.}dx, 
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the omitted terms again involving only lower order basis tri-vectors. Thus, 
after integrating by parts in the prescribed manner, if n 24, the highest 
order basis tri-vector in Y = C ul, appears with a nonzero multiple of P,, 
and hence the only way Y can vanish is if all Pk = 0 for k > 4. The k = 3 
term is a bit different, with 

y3= s P,.e,,,~e~e,dx=- D,P,.e,,~8~e,dx. s 

Adding in Y2 verities the first condition in (7) and completes the proof of 
the lemma. 

To prove the theorem, we apply Lemma 4 to check the vanishing of the 
tri-vector (5). The latter conditions in (7) imply immediately that B cannot 
depend on any derivatives of u of higher than second order, so 
B = B(x, U, u,, u,,). To implement the first condition in (7), we compute 

P, = 2B3Burr and P, = 2(5B2B,P,B + B3Bux), 

hence we require that 

B(D.xBu.yx - 4x) = 24&B (8) 

in order that ~3 be Hamiltonian. (In (8) the subscripts on B denote partial 
derivatives.) To solve (8), we first note that the terms involving uXXX are 

B . Bu.x~u.xr = W&xx J2v 

hence 

B = l/(F . u,, + G), (9) 

where F(x, U, u,) and G(x, U, u,) depend on at most first order derivatives 
of U. Substituting this expression into (8), we are left with the single 
condition 

Thus B, as given by (9), will determine a Hamiltonian differential operator 
B . D, . B if and only if F and G satisfy the first order partial differential 
equation 

Gu,=Fx+F;u,. (10) 

The general solution to (10) is 

F= -&! G= - iY2A cY2A 8A 
au; ’ --Uxauatl,+du’ axau, 
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where A(x, U, u,) is arbitrary. Therefore 

F.u,+G= -Dxz+;5;- aA aA -E(A), 

which completes the proof of (4). 

As mentioned above, Gel’fand and Dorfman have previously treated the 
case when B does not depend explicitly on x, in which case they deter- 
mined that the coefftcient B in .Q = B . D, . B has the form 

where C(u, u,) depends only on u and u,. Their result, while seemingly 
dissimilar, is just a special case of the present result; indeed if we let 

dA 
C(u, ux)=~.r~-A, 

* 

where A(u, u,) does not depend on x, then, as the reader can check, 

D.$ = u, . E(A ), 

and so the two formulas for B agree. Special cases are of interest. If C 
depends only on u (equivalently, A depends only on u) then we find that 
any operator of the form 

f(u.r) D f(4) -. --> 
u xx I uxr 

where f is any function of U, is always Hamiltonian In particular, if 
f(u) = fi then we recover our earlier operator 2~. D, + u,. Alternatively, 
if C (or A) depend only on u,, then we find that any operator of the form 

wheref again is an arbitrary function, is always Hamiltonian. The general 
case is like a combination of these two subclasses of Hamiltonian 
operators. 

4. THIRD ORDER OPERATORS 

Although Gel’fand and Dorfman’s claim to have completely charac- 
terized all first order Hamiltonian operators is simply misleading, in that 
they do not consider operators whose coefficients explicitly depend on the 
independent variable x, their claim in [4] to have completely characterized 
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all third order Hamiltonian operators is completely wrong! Their general 
form of third order operator, which is equivalent to the expression 

while certainly Hamiltonian, fails to include such elementary Hamiltonian 
operators as D, e (u,) ~ ’ . D, . (u,) ~ ’ . D, which occur in the case of non- 
linear wave equations of the form U, = h(u) u,. In fact, it is not difficult to 
see that Gel’fand and Dorfman’s operator is trivially equivalent to the 
second Hamiltonian operator of the KortewegdeVries equation (cf. [ 15; 
Chap. 7])-just set w = fi .f(u), so that 9 becomes the operator 

But there exist many more third order operators. (Incidentally, this 
operator is equivalent to the constant coefficient operator D, under the 
Miura transformation w = U, - 1~‘. (See [ 16]).) 

In point of fact, it is possible to generalize the methods of the preceding 
section to determine the general form of a third order Hamiltonian 
operator, but the intervening calculations are just too complex to warrant 
a detailed solution at this time. S&ice it to say that for a general third 
order operator $3 = P. 0: + 0:. P + Q. D, + D, . Q, one can show that P 
can depend on at most fourth order derivatives and Q on at most sixth 
order derivatives of U. The resulting Jacobi conditions amount to eight 
complicated nonlinear differential equations for P and Q, which I have not 
attempted to solve. (However, see the note added in proof.) 

5. CHANGES OF VARIABLE 

Darboux’ Theorem is concerned with the problem of simplifying 
Hamiltonian operators using an appropriate change of variables. In the 
present infinite-dimensional case, we can change not only the dependent 
variable U, but also the independent variable x. As we shall see, in order to 
prove a Darboux Theorem for Hamiltonian differential operators, we must 
be allowed to change both u and x in an arbitrary fashion, including 
hodograph-like transformations that mix up the roles of independent and 
dependent variables. The importance of such transformations for the theory 
of symmetry groups of differential equations was emphasized in [12]. 

Thus, along with Ibragimov [6], we are lead to consider general 
differential substitutions 

y=PCul, w=Q[ul, (11) 
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in which y is the new independent variable and w the new dependent 
variable, and P and Q are differential functions, which therefore are 
allowed to depend on x, U, and derivatives of u. The main technical com- 
plicated is that inversion of the change of variables (11) is a nonlocal 
operation, which involves the solution of the two ordinary differential 
equations determined by P and Q. However, given ZJ as a function of x, 
Eq. (11) will (usually) determine w locally as a function of y. The goal now 
is to see how various operators change when subjected to (11). The easiest 
is the total derivative D,, whose transformation rule is determined by the 
chain rule from elementary calculus: 

D,= D,P.D, or D,=(D,P)-‘.D,, (12) 

where (D,P)- ’ is just the reciprocal l/D,P. 
To determine more complicated changes of variable, we first need to 

recall the FrPchet derivative of a differential function, which is the differen- 
tial operator Dp defined by the formula 

DM=; _ P[u + w]; 
E-O 

more explicitly, 

D,=xg.D:. 
k 

If 9 is any differential operator, we denote its (formal) L2 adjoint by 9*; 
in particular, the adjoint of the Frechet derivative of a differential function 
plays an important role and has the explicit formula 

Dp*=c (-D,)‘$, 
k 

where the . means one first multiplies by aP/auk and then differentiates. 
Note in particular that if $(x) depends only on x, then 

DP*(+) = &A$. PI. (13) 

With these definitions, the key operator associated with the change of 
variables (11) is 

D=D,P.D,-D,Q.D,=det Dxf’ DP 
DxQ > D, ’ 

(14) 

Its adjoint is given by 

D*=DZ,.D,P-D;.DxQ. 
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LEMMA 5. Let y, w be related to x, u by the differential substitution (1 1 ), 
with y the new independent and w the new dependent variable. Then 

w, = (D,P) ~’ . D(u,), (15) 

and the Euler operators are related by 

E,=D*.E,. (16) 

Proof Formula (15) is proved in the same manner as the change of 
variables formulas from vector calculus. Using differential form notation, 
we have, by the definition of the Frechet derivative, 

dy = D,P . dx + Dr(u,) . dt, dw = D,Q . dx + D,(u,) . dt, 

hence, solving the first for dx, 

dw= (D,P)-‘{D,Q .dy+ (D,P.D~(u,)-D~Q.D,(u,)) .dt} 

=(D,P)-‘{D,Q-dy+D(u,).dt}, 

which simultaneously proves the two change of variables formulas (15) and 
(12) for the derivatives of w. 

The formula (16) is a special case of a general formula for the behavior 
of the Euler operator under a change of variables given in [ 15; Exercise 
5.391. (N.B. there is a misprint in this exercise as it appears in the book: 
the change of variables should read y = P(x, uCm)), w = Q(x, utm)), and in 
the subsequent two formulas w’ should be u’, while uB should be ws!) 

THEOREM 6. Let 9 be a Hamiltonian operator depending on x and u, and 
let y=P[u] and w=Q[u] b e related to x and u by a differential sub- 
stitution. Then the corresponding Hamiltonian operator in the y, w-variables 
is 

B=(D,P)-~.I~.~.D*, 

where (12) is used to related the total x and y derivatives. 

Proof In other words, if 

u, = 9 - E,(H) 

(17) 

is a Hamiltonian system in the x, u variables, then the corresponding 
evolution equation in the y, w variables will also be Hamiltonian 

w, = 3. E,(H), (18) 
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with the Hamiltonian operator given by the formula (17). To prove this, 
we just compute using (15) and (16): 

w, = (D,P) - ’ . D(q) 

Comparison with (18) completes the proof of (17). 

Note in particular, if the differential substitution does not change the 
independent variable, so we just have w = Q[u], then (17) reduces to the 
formula 

%=D,.Q.D;~. (19) 

EXAMPLE. Consider the first order Hamiltonian operator 

An example of an evolution equation which is Hamiltonian with respect to 
.9 is the potential form of the nonlinear wave equation u, = vu, : 

u, = 2.4; = QE,( H), where X=fH&=j-k~z& (20) 

is the Hamiltonian functional, and v = u,. Suppose we are to use the 
change of variables 

y=u,, w=xu,-24. (21) 

Then the operator D in (14) is 

D=uXx.(xDx-l)-xu,;D,= -u,, 

which is just a multiplication operator; in particular D is self-adjoint in this 
particular instance: D* = D. Also, by (12), 

D,,=(u,)-'.D,. 

Therefore by formula (17), in the y, w variables, $3 takes on the simple 
form 

~=(u,)-l~(-u,)~{(u,,)-'~Dx~(u,,)-l}~(-u,,)=Dy. 

Thus (21) is precisely the change of variables required to bring 93 into 
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constant coefficient form! Indeed, note that by (15) W, = -u,, hence in the 
y, w variables, the wave equation (20) becomes 

w, = -y* = GE,@), since S=\f?dy=J-&y%v,dy 

in the new variables. (To see this, note that dx= (u,,))’ dy, and wY =x, 
hence w.“.” = (a,,) - ‘, and dx = wYY dy. ) 

The change of variables (21) looks a bit strange. Let us see how it can be 
built up from more familiar changes of variable. First of all, if we replace 
the potential u by v = u,, then 9 becomes the third order operator 

we encountered in Section 4. Second, we perform the “hodograph” trans- 
formation y = u, z = x, which interchanges the roles of independent and 
dependent variables, to change 9’ into 

which is a constant coefficient operator, but of third order. Finally, the 
potential substitution z = W, changes W into g. The reader can check that 
the composition of these three changes of variable is the same as the 
original formula (2 1). 

The reader may wonder whether it is possible to change this 
Hamiltonian operator to constant coefficient form by a restricted differen- 
tial substitution in which the independent variables are not transformed, 
such as in (19). In fact this is not possible, but the proof is a bit technical 
and is relegated to the Appendix to this paper. Therefore, the Darboux 
Theorem for Hamiltonian differential operators is not true unless we admit 
the full range of differential substitutions (11). 

7. DARBOUX THEOREM FOR FIRST ORDER OPERATORS 

Armed with the change of variables formula (17), and the explicit 
characterization of first order Hamiltonian operators, we are in a position 
to prove Darboux’ Theorem in this special case. 

THEOREM 7. Let 53 be a first order Hamiltonian differential operator. 
Then there exists a local change of variables y = P[u], w = Q[u] such that 
in the y, w variables 59 becomes the constant coefficient differential operator 
%=D,. 
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Proof It turns out that it suffices to consider a first order differential 
substitution 

y = w, 4 u,), w = Q(x, u, u,). 

In this case, the operator D in (14) is at most a first order differential 
operator, with the explicit formula 

where 

~4 = (PxQu, - Pu:QJ + u,V’,Qur - f’,,QJ, 
N= (PxQu - PuQJ + u,,V’,yQ, - P,Q,,). 

Now, when ~3 is given by (4), the only way for (17) to be a lirst order 
differential operator is for D to be a zeroth order differential operator, 
which means that M must vanish. In this case, (17) reads 

=(D,P)-‘N.(E(A))-‘.D,.(E(A))-‘4 

=N.(E(A))-‘.D,.(E(A))-‘.N. 

Therefore g = D, if and only if N = E(A ) = F . a,, + G, where F and G are 
as given in (9). Combining this with the vanishing of M, we are left with 
three equations relating P, Q, and A, which are easily seen to be equivalent 
to the equations 

PxQ, - f’,Qx = G, 

PxQu, - Pu,Qx = ux .F, 

Pu,Qu - PuQ,, = F. 

These in turn are equivalent to the two-form equation 

dP A dQ=G.dx A du+u,F.dx A du,+F.du, A du=o (22) 

involving the three “independent variables” x, u, u,. It is easy to check that 
the two-form o involving F and G is closed under the usual exterior 
derivative operator d if and only if F and G satisfy the key equation (10) 
that was required for 52 to be a genuine Hamiltonian operator! (Equiva- 
lently, in terms of the differential function A in (4), 

w = d(A - u,A,.~) A dx + d(A,J A du, 
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which is clearly closed.) Thus, by Darboux’ Theorem for differential two- 
forms in R3 (cf. [ 18; Theorem 6.1]), unless both F and G vanish, which is 
not possible, there is a local change of coordinates 5 = P(x, U, u,), 
q = Q(x, U, u,), i = R(x, U, u,), such that o = dt A dq ( = dP A dQ) in the <, 
q, i-coordinates. But this is precisely what we need to satisfy the condition 
(22)! Therefore, the change of variable needed to place a first order 
Hamiltonian operator in constant coefficient (Darboux) form D, is deter- 
mined by the change of coordinates needed to place the two-form o into 
canonical (Darboux) form. 

EXAMPLE. Consider the Hamiltonian operator 9 = (u,,) - ’ . D, . (u,) - ’ 
discussed earlier. In this case F = 1, G = 0, so the two-form w in (22) is 

w=uXdx A du,+du, A du 

=d(xu,-u) A du,. 

Thus we recover the change of variables determined by P = xu, - u, Q = u, 
deduced earlier. However, this is clearly not the only change of variables 
that satisfies (22), since we can, for instance, compose P, Q with any area- 
preserving (canonical) diffeomorphism of R2. Thus, for instance, 

y=B=uX(u,-l)-l, w=Q=(xu,-u)(u,-1)2 

is also a valid differential substitution which changes 9 into constant coef- 
ficient form. More complicated examples can, of course, be constructed, 
but the basic method should be clear. 

APPENDIX 

Here we prove that the first order Hamiltonian operator 

cannot be changed into a constant coefficient differential operator by a 
change of variables involving only the dependent variables. In other words, 
we consider differential substitutions either of the form 

w = QCul, (AlI 

or, alternatively, of the form 

u = R[w], (A21 

and where x is unchanged. 
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THEOREM. Let ~3 = (u,,)-’ .DX.(u,,)-’ and let either w= Q[u] or 
u = R[w] be a differential substitution which does not change the indepen- 
dent variable x. Let g be the corresponding Hamiltonian operator in the 
x, w-coordinates. Then C$ must depend on w or its derivatives. 

Proof. To prove this, we assume the contrary, i.e., that 

B= ‘f aj(x).D!, 
j=O 

t-43) 

where the coefficients aj depend only on x, and m denotes the order of &,. 
Case (A2) is easy to dismiss. According to (19) .$S and $$ are related by 

the change of variables formula 

9=DD,.%D;, b44) 

where D, is the Frechet derivative of R[w] with respect to w. Now 9 is a 
first order differential operator, so the only way that (A4) can hold is if g 
is also first order, and R = R(x, w) does not depend on any derivatives of w 
(as otherwise D, would be a differential operator of order at least one). In 
this case, u,, = 0: R, so (A4) would read 

(D;R)-‘~D,~(D~R)-‘=(~R/~w)-c%(~R/~w). (4 

The left hand side of (A5) depends on w,, but dRJaw depends only on x 
and w, hence G must depend explicitly on wXX, and cannot be of the form 
(A3). Thus S’ cannot be reduced to a differential operator depending only 
on x (in particular a constant coefficient operator) by a change of variables 
of the form (A2). 

Now consider a change of variables of the form (Al). Again by (19) $B 
and 3 are related by 

G=D~.~.DD~;, 646) 

where 

is the Frechet derivative of Q[u] with respect to u, 

02;~ f (-D&g 
j=O J 

647) 

648) 

is its adjoint, and uj= aju/ax< We assume that u, is the highest order 
derivative of u appearing in Q, hence Q[u] = Q(x, u, u,, . . . . u,), and 
iYQJi?u,, # 0 does not vanish identically. 
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LEMMA Al. Under the above assumptions, 3 is a (2n + 1 )‘I order dif- 
ferential operator, and 

aQl% = 4x1 uxx, (A9) 

where 01(x)’ = (- 1)” a 2n+ ,(x) (cf (A3)) does not vanish identically. 

ProoJ Substituting (A7) and (A8) into (A6), we find that the highest 
order term is 

D,-%Dor;=(-l)HUx;’ E 
( ) 

2 

q+1+ . . . . 
” 

Equating this to the desired form (A3), we see that m = 2n + 1, and hence 
(A9) holds. 

LEMMA A2. For Q[u] as above, 

kerD,c(ax+b:a,bER}. 

Proof: Suppose S[u] = S(x, U, . . . . u,), depending on derivatives of u up 
to order m, lies in the kernel of Do, so 

n aQ O=Dp(S)= 1 -eDiS. 
j-0 auj 

(AlO) 

If m > 0, then there is only one term in this equation involving u,,+~, which 
is 

aQ as 24 --. n+mau,au, 

Since aQ/au, does not vanish identically, the only way that (AlO) could 
hold is if as/au,,, = 0 everywhere, and we conclude that S = S(x, U) depends 
only on x and U. Next, apply the operator a/au, to (AlO). Note that by 
(A9) 

a*Q =. 
aunauj 

for j # 2, hence the only terms which survive are 

,-aQas I a*Q D2S -. 
au, au au,au2 x 

=a(~) 

Since CL(X) # 0, it is easily seen that this requires S to be independent of u 
and at most linear in x: S = ax + b for a, b E R. 
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Now, as g is a (2n + 1)” order differential operator that depends only on 
x, it possesses a fundamental set of solutions $,(x), . . . . ti2,,+ r(x) to the 
(2n + l)St order ordinary differential equation 

a(ljl) =o. (All) 

LEMMA A3. For each 1 d j< 2n + 1 there exist constants aj, bj, cj E [w, 
and a differential function Rj[u] such that 

$j(X).Q[~]=DxRj+aj*(f xu; - uu;) + bj . (f ~3,) + cj . (1 u;). (A121 

Proof. Let $(x) be any solution to the ordinary differential equation 
(All). Then, by (A6) and (13), 

Therefore, 9 . E,(II/ . Q) lies in the kernel of D,, and hence according to 
Lemma A2, 

for constants a, b E R. Recalling the original definition of 9, we see that this 
is equivalent to the condition 

D,(u,’ . E,($ . Q)) = (ax + b) uxsT 

or, equivalently, 

E,( $ . Q) = (ax + b) u, u, - auu,, + cu,, (A13) 

for some CE R. The right hand side of (A13) lies in the image of E,, and 
hence we have the equivalent condition 

E,(II/.Q-a.(+xu;-uuz)-b.($uz)-c.($u:)}=O. 

The lemma now follows immediately from the characterization of the 
kernel of the Euler operator as the image of the total derivative D, 
(cf. [ 15; Theorem 4.73). 

The goal now is to prove that the conditions (A12) are incompatible 
except when Q is independent of u, which is not an allowed change of 
variables (Al). To this end, we introduce ordinary differential operators Ak 
and functions (Pi, k= 1, . . . . 2n + 1, by the recursive definition 

cp1= WI, A,=cp,.D,, 
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and 

(Pk+l=l/[dk*(@k+l)l, dk+l=Ak*qk+l’Dx, 1 <k<2n. 6414) 

Note in particular that 

A,=cp,~D;cp,~D;cp,~ ... .D,.cp,.D,=cp,cp,...cp,.D~+ . . . . W5) 

One important point that needs to be proved is that although the functions 
(Pi may have singularities, they are isolated; in particular there is an 
open interval Ic [w such that for every 1 <k < 2n + 1, (Pk(x) is a smooth 
function for XEZ. In fact, suppose we let W denote the ring of smooth 
functions f: [w + R which are either identically 0 or do not vanish on any 
open interval; note that the solutions tij(x) of (All) belong to W. Since W 
has no zero divisors, we can let 22 denote the quotient field of 2% so that 
elements of 9 are quotients of smooth functions f(x)/g(x) where f, g E 9, 
g#O. Then we can prove the following: 

LEMMA A4. Let Ak and (Pk(x), k= 1, . . . . 2n + 1, be defined by (A14), 
where ej(x), j= 1, . . . . 2n + 1, form a fundamental set of solutions to the 
(2n + 1)” order ordinary differential equation (All). Then (PkE??, 
k = 1, . . . . 2n + 1. 

ProoJ It suffices to show that (A,$(tik + i ) does not vanish identically, as 
both the derivative and the reciprocal of a function in 22 remain in 9. This 
will follow from the more basic lemma: 

LEMMA A5. If 

Ak*(I(I)=O 

vanishes identically, then there exists a constant c E R such that 

A:- I($ - c+k) =o 

vanishes identically. 

Proof: Taking the adjoint of the definition (A14) of Ak we have 

O=A,*(#)= -Dx[‘Pd:-,(‘k)l. 

Therefore 

AK I($) = d(Pk = CA:- l(tik) 

for some c E R, which proves Lemma A5. 
Returning to the proof of Lemma A4, suppose 
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vanishes identically. Then by Lemma A5, 

AZ- l(l(Ik+ I- Cktik) = 0 

for some constant ck. We can again apply Lemma A5, with k replaced by 
k- 1, to get 

Ak*-2(J/k+ 1 -ckll/k-ck-ltik-1)=0 

for some constant ck- 1. Proceeding by reverse induction on k, we are 
finally led to a relationship of the form 

* k+,-ck*k-ck-L*k-,- *** -c&,=0, 

which must hold identically in x. But this means r,kr, . . . . l//k+ 1 are linearly 
dependent, which contradicts the fact that they form a fundamental set of 
solutions to (Al 1). This completes the proof of Lemma A4. 

Therefore, for each k = 1, . . . . 2n + 1, Ak is a kth order ordinary differential 
operator whose coefficients are smooth functions of x on an open interval 
IC R. Define the differential polynomials 

A=fxu;-uu;, BE1U3 
3 x9 

C=‘uZ 
2 x3 (A161 

so that (A12) can be written as 

~j(X).Q[u]=D,Rj+ajA+bjB+cjC. 

LEMMA A6. For each k = 1 , . . . . 2n + 1, there exist functionsf:(x), g:(x), 
h;(x), i= 1, . . . . k - 1, and differential functions S,[u], all smoothly defined 
for x E I, such that 

k-l 

Q[u]=Ak(Sk)+ 1 {f;(x).D;A+g;(X).D!J+h;(x).D;C}. W7) 
i=o 

Proof: For k = 1 this reduces to (A12) when j= 1. Proceeding by induc- 
tion on k, if (A17) holds for k, then 

* k+l-ti?[U1=$k+,*dk(Sk) 

k-l 

+ c $k+l’ {f;(x).D:A+g;(x).D;B+h:(x).D;C}. 
i=O 

We integrate each of the terms on the right hand side by parts, so 

* k+1.Q[u]=Ak*(rC/k+I).Sk+fk*(x).A+gk*(x).B+hk*(x).C+D,Tk 

=(l/V,+,)&+fk,(x).A+gk,(x).B+hk,(x)+C+D,T,, 

(‘418) 

505/71/1-3 
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where 

k-l k-l 

f”, (xl = c ( -D,)‘f4(x), gk,(x)= 1 (-Wgl”(x), 
i=o i=O 

k-l 

h%(x)= 1 (-D,yh:(x), 

and r&[n] is some differential function whose precise expression is not 
required here. 

Substituting (A18) into (A12), for j= k + 1, we find that 

S&=(P&+,‘(D,(S&+~)+Jk(X)‘A+~k(X)’~+h”k(X)’C), (Al91 

where 

and 

s k+l- -R/c+, -T/c, 

Substituting (A19) into (A17) and recalling the definition of Ak+l com- 
pletes the induction step from k to k + 1. 

We are now in a position to derive a contradiction and complete the 
proof of the theorem. Consider the case k=n in (A17) 

n-1 

Q[u]=A,(S)+ 1 {fi(X).D~A+gi(X)*D~B+hi(X).D~C}p (A201 
i=O 

where, for simplicity, we have denoted S, by S, f; by fi, etc. Suppose S 
depends on at most mth order derivatives of U, so S= S(x, U, . . . . u,). If 
m 3 1, then apply the operator a/au,,+,+ i to (A20); using (A15) we obtain 

ozcp,. . . . . cp,(wkn). 

Since the cpi(x) have only isolated zeros and singularities, we deduce that 
S = S(x, u) can depend on at most x and U. Finally, applying a/au,, to 
(A20), and using (A9) and the definition (A16) of A, B, and C, we find 

aQ cr(x)u,,=,u=q,~ ... .cpn 
n 

.~+f~.xu:+g..u:+h..u,. 

But this is clearly impossible unless both sides are identically zero, hence 
aQ/au, =0 identically. This contradicts our initial assumption and com- 
pletes the proof. 
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Note added in proof: A recent paper of A. M. Astashov and A. M. Vinogradov, On the 
structure of Hamiltonian operators in field theory, J. Geom. and Physics 2 (1986), 263-287, 
gives another proof of Theorem 7, along with some extensions to higher order and higher 
dimensional operators. 
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